The CWU Music Department
And
Jazz Studies Area
Present

CWU Jazz Combos
Featuring the music of
Herbie Hancock

Thursday, November 21, 2019

6:00 “Early” Concert
selections TBA from the stage

Blue Combo
coached by Vijay Singh

Nathan Sauther, drums; Gavin Wilson, bass; Zach Ohara, piano
Joe Wairath, sax; Zack Dowdy, trumpeter; Sellina Addison, voice

Green Combo
coached by Stephen Pickard

Khaner Gross, drums; Drew Colelo, bass; Stephen Pickard, piano;
Sunny Lee, sax; Tommy Marchant, vocals

Purple Combo
coached by Chris Bruya

Eli Moffatt, drums; Carl Hennings, bass; Nick Colletto, piano
Max Bennett, sxx; Adam Chmaj, sax; Jacob Krieger, sax

Yellow Combo
coached by Vijay Singh

Zack Mautz, drums; Eli Sheldon, B-3 organ
Henry Fernstrom, sax; Donaven Witt, trumpet; John Joy, trombone

Violet Combo
coached by Stephen Pickard

Miya Joy, drums; Brayden Gordon, bass; Connor Donovan, piano;
Luke Echeverria, voice; Gabe Bradley, alto sax; Will Miller, trumpet

Orange Combo
coached by Chris Bruya

Aaron Tuchardt, drums; Nate Sharp bass; Cade O’Haver, piano
Joel Steinke, sax; Nathan Fisher, trumpet